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60/30
SHELVING SYSTEM



The BCI 60/30 Steel Shelving System used today, all over the world, is a direct result of customer feedback.  

The response about the extensive use and wear and tear of a library shelving system has been taken into 

account to design and finish a shelving system which has become a premiere line. Designed for use in libraries, 

this shelving system meets the functional and aesthetic requirements of all kinds of libraries thanks to the  

modularity of design and the simplicity of assembly. 

The combination of the modular structure and the large number of standard components ensures ideal room  

utilization and rational accommodation of all relevant functions. In addition, the flexibility of the system allows  

varied shelving configuration combining different components.   

The BCI 60/30 Steel Shelving System is constantly under development, not only to meet the challenges of 

tomorrow’s library trends, but indeed, to actively contribute to an evolution. No other shelving system offers 

similar versatility in terms of construction, basic range and accessories. The combination of flexibility and steel 

strength creates a unique shelving system.



GOTHIA
SHELVING SYSTEM



Gothia is shelving with character.

Uprights of steel tubes, grey textured lacquer and wood edging on the front uprights create a design  

combination of strength and stability. Impressively, the shelving gives an overall illusion of lightness with  

sides that are open frameworks. Designers can retain the openness or can select end panels in frosted glass, 

perforated steel or wood for more privacy. Whichever accessories are chosen, an environment is created that  

is functionally pleasing and creative. 

The display needs of libraries are extensive and frequently changing. They are considered to be a unique  

specialty. That is why BCI has developed the widest range of shelving functions for storage and display  

currently on the market. All of these functions can be used with Gothia Shelving.      



METIS
SHELVING SYSTEM
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OPAL
SHELVING SYSTEM



The Opal Shelving System is BCI’s latest steel shelving system – designed as a frame construction.  

One of Opal’s most prominent features is its spaciousness as a linear statement. It can also be designed  

with a completely unique expression or can be adapted to blend unobtrusively into any existing space.  

In concrete terms, this adaptability to environment is only matched by its stability, a primary characteristic  

of the frame construction.

The philosophy behind this shelving system is that it is an unparalleled architectural statement. Opal should be 

considered when embracing a wide variety of architectural expressions – while it always remains true to itself 

and its unique identity.   

At BCI, we consider it the greatest compliment when our furniture fulfills the client’s expectations and its use 

becomes second nature. In libraries, the compliment comes thru when a room is created that extends beyond 

the physical and aesthetics are merged with function. The Opal Shelving System does that effortlessly with 

style and grace. 



SOFTLINE/SLIMLINE/FRONTLINE
SHELVING SYSTEM



Our wooden shelving system known as Softline/Slimline/Frontline offers one of the most functional and flexible 

shelving designs in the market. Shelving bays may be combined into a shelving system, using sections and 

shelves for easy rearrangement, expansion, and add-ons, without expert assistance. The two wood end panels  

of the starter section are smooth and veneered on the outside, with holes for wooden or steel shelves on the 

inside. The inner upright panel has holes on both sides.The shelving bays are joined using either an open steel 

frame or a wooden back. This solution makes it easy to add or remove individual bays without disassembling  

the other bays. 

Softline comes with standard bull-nosed edges on the end panels; Slimline has straight edges on the end  

panels; Frontline has straight edges and a “flusher” finish with the front panel and shelves. Additionally, this 

system offers end panel bays, magazine singles and radius shelving which can create winding shelving bays.  

The possibilities are endless!   



The AxLibris Data Tower is a vertically adjustable computer tower. Clear controls with electrically adjustable 

work surfaces make it easy to raise and lower the working height which offers complete access for all.  

Concealed castors underneath the unit platform offer easy mobility. Attractive perforated steel privacy  

screens are also an option.  

AX LIBRIS
DATA TOWERS



Concertina is a unique circulation desk system that features electronically or manually height adjustable work 

surfaces. The desk offers several modular configurations and three depths to accommodate various functions.  

Three consecutive desk tops can adjust in unison with intermediate modules placed between ascending and 

descending surfaces with steel modesty panels. The lower desk system has either exposed steel or wood front 

panels.  Wire management channels are housed within the dual lower front panel which provides concealed 

wire transfer to adjacent units. 

CONCERTINA
DESK SYSTEM



Your own private space where you will be undisturbed even in public places. Listen to a talking book in the 

library or book shop, or the latest CD in the music store. No need for headphones – the sound is just there!  

Turn off the sound and use your private space for contemplation or a resting moment at a busy airport. The 

Sound Seat speaks for itself, “Please do not disturb!” 

LUNA CHAIR
LOUNGE FURNITURE



The ultimate display tower for accommodating various media and new book displays. BCI’s Media  

Tower is constructed from round steel tubes. Six different shelves are offered which nest in a chrome  

wire carriage system that provides an airy, almost floating appearance.  

MEDIA TOWER
DISPLAY



Mezitta was designed specifically for public access terminals and individual computer stations. This modular 

system is produced primarily from extruded aluminum profiles that create a tower which is stabilized by  

horizontal steel supports with leveling glides. The work surfaces are cantilevered from the profiles formed  

into the tower. Each station is independently adjustable and a 90 degree quarter round shape which allows  

the flexibility to accomplish round, half-round and serpentine configurations. 

MEZITTA
TECHNICAL FURNITURE



OPAL
TABLES AND STUDY CARRELS

Developed as a complimentary product to the Opal Shelving System, this series of flexible work table  

environments offer the possibility of change. The premise is a basic steel table frame with a floating wood  

top that can be adapted into partitioned spaces by adding a steel surround of the client’s choosing. There  

are four available partitions: a low or high partition with a partial surround and a low or high partition with  

a full surround.  



With simplistic curvilinear shapes, BCI has created a furniture system that provides children the opportunity  

to explore freely. The furniture was designed and developed from an active element concept. Children are  

persuaded to participate by the colorful furniture and the many inviting rearrangements of the line for a  

multitude of activities. Both the shape of the tables and stools are puzzle pieces that can be combined  

and changed in an instant. The wood components are bent birch plywood. The table tops and stool seats  

are significantly reinforced with steel plates connected with bolts into threaded inserts embedded into  

the plywood.  

PUZZL TABLE
CHILDREN”S FURNITURE



The Softline Counter System is as flexible and functional as the Softline Shelving System. Choose from three 

different heights for the work surface to achieve the best possible working position for standing, sitting or 

somewhere in between. The counter is available in various wood species and stains, with the front in wood  

or steel. The work surfaces come in different colors and materials, including linoleum, laminate or wood  

veneer. The counters can be combined for large and complete reception or circulation desks. A wide variety  

of accessories are available for the counters, including pedestals, shelves, locking doors and drawers for  

various types of storage.  

SOFTLINE
CIRCULATION DESK



TRICOLORE
CHILDREN’S FURNITURE

Tricolore shelving forms part of a stunning new furniture series for children. The shelving is connected and 

available in two basic designs: level or tilted metal shelves that can be used in a variety of combinations.  

Complimenting the shelving are fun browser tables and chairs. All are available in three vibrant colors –  

orange, pistachio green and lavender blue. All furniture is finished in an application called “soft coating.” 



style

design

flexibility

functionality
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